TRANSFORM YOUR
LED DISPLAY

Create a diffuse, film-like appearance while eliminating moiré interference.

Diffuser screens allow your audience to be closer to the viewing surface while reducing the appearance of the pixel structure for a smooth, superior image.

How it works?
The translucent surface is placed on a custom-fabricated frame directly in front of the LED Display. The bright light emitting from the panel is diffused across the screen surface, smoothing out the image, reducing glare and eliminating the infamous moiré pattern common in broadcast applications.

Benefits:
- Scalable up to any size
- Invisible seams
- Cost-efficient: allows larger pixel pitch options to be perceived like finer pitch options
- Custom & lightweight frames for easy installation and removal
- Maintains color accuracy
- Eliminates glare and moiré interference

IDEAL FOR DIGITAL SIGNAGE, BROADCAST & STAGING APPLICATIONS
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